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Abstract
Monoclonal antibodies (mAb) are being used at an
increasing rate in the treatment of cancer, with current
efforts focused on developing engineered antibodies that
exhibit optimal biodistribution profiles for imaging and/or
radioimmunotherapy. We recently developed the singlechain Fv-Fc (scFv-Fc) mAb, which consists of a singlechain antibody Fv fragment (light-chain and heavy-chain
variable domains) coupled to the IgG1 Fc region. Point
mutations that attenuate binding affinity to FcRn were
introduced into the Fc region of the wild-type scFv-Fc
mAb, resulting in several new antibodies, each with a
different half-life. Here, we describe the construction of a
two-tiered physiologically based pharmacokinetic model
capable of simulating the apparent biodistribution of both
111
In- and 125I-labeled scFv-Fc mAbs, where 111In-labeled
metabolites from degraded 111In-labeled mAbs tend to
become trapped within the lysosomal compartment,
whereas free 125I from degraded 125I-labeled mAbs is
quickly eliminated via the urinary pathway. The different
concentration-time profiles of 111In- and 125I-labeled mAbs
permits estimation of the degradation capacity of each
organ and elucidates the dependence of cumulative
degradation in liver, muscle, and skin on FcRn affinity
and tumor mass. Liver is estimated to account for f50%
of all degraded mAb when tumor is small (f0.1 g) and
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drops to about 35% when tumor mass is larger (f0.3 g).
mAb degradation in residual carcass (primarily skin and
muscle) decreases from f45% to 16% as FcRn affinity of
the three mAb variants under consideration increases. In
addition, elimination of a small amount of mAb in the
kidneys is shown to be required for a successful fit of
model to data. [Mol Cancer Ther 2006;5(6):1550 – 8]

Introduction
Radioimmunotherapy and Engineered Monoclonal
Antibodies
The use of radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies [mAb;
Ibritumomab tiuxetan (Zevalin) and Tositumomab (Bexxar)] for the treatment of cancer (1, 2) necessitates the
development of dosing schedules that minimize the
exposure of healthy tissues to radiation while maximizing
the radiation dose received by tumor. The goal of radioimmunotherapy is to deliver radiation in discrete amounts
to tumor sites via a radionuclide that has been conjugated
to an antitumor mAb. For example, Ibritumomab tiuxetan
is an 90Y-labeled mAb that binds specifically to CD20 (1, 2),
a transmembrane protein expressed exclusively on both
normal B cells and certain B cell – derived tumor cells,
resulting in localization of mAb to tumor sites where 90Y
emits h-radiation capable of killing cells adjacent to the
target cell (2). The benefit of this type of therapy is that
tumor cells that do not express the target protein (e.g.,
CD20) can still be eliminated; however, exposure of healthy
tissues to radiation is a major concern (3, 4). Effective tumor
doses have been shown to be highly variable in clinical
trials, ranging from 16 to 14,000 cGy, with toxicity reported
following exposure of liver, stomach, bowel, kidneys, and
lungs to doses ranging from 1,000 to 8,000 cGy, delivered
by therapeutic doses of a variety of radionuclides (4). Bone
marrow is especially sensitive to radiation, with toxicity
reported following doses of 10 to 200 cGy (4).
Engineered antibodies have been developed in an effort
to increase tumor targeting while reducing exposure of
normal tissues. Most therapeutic mAbs are derived from
immunoglobulin G (IgG, 150 kDa; ref. 5), which has a halflife of f21 days in humans (6), resulting in excessive
accumulation of radiolabeled mAbs in healthy tissues. The
most common approach to this problem is reduction of
mAb size via domain deletion (7), which decreases half-life
and thereby reduces exposure of healthy tissues to
radiation delivered by the mAb. Early efforts by Bird et
al. produced the single-chain Fv (scFv) mAb fragment (8), a
26-kDa dimer composed of a light-chain variable region
(VL and JL antigen-binding domains) and a heavychain variable region (VH, DH, and JH antigen-binding
domains) connected by a peptide linker. The scFv fragment
exhibits rapid clearance and relatively low tumor uptake.
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Subsequent efforts by other groups produced the scFv
diabody (9, 10) and scFv-CH3 minibody (11) in an effort to
improve tumor uptake. The 55-kDa diabody is composed of
two scFv fragments tethered together by a peptide linker
and exhibits rapid blood clearance and higher tumor
uptake compared with the scFv fragment. The 80-kDa
minibody is composed of two separate scFv fragments
joined to a CH3 domain and shows superior tumor uptake
and blood clearance when compared with the scFv and
diabody.
Another method of controlling mAb half-life is through
the introduction of amino acid substitutions into the Fc
region (CH2 and CH3 constant domains) of the mAb. The
neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) has been shown to function as a
protection receptor that increases IgG half-life via FcRn-IgG
binding within the endosomal compartment of endothelial
cells, diverting bound IgG away from the lysosomal
degradation pathway and back into plasma (12, 13). Key
residues that attenuate the binding affinity of IgG for FcRn
have been identified within the IgG Fc domains (14),
providing a mechanism for reducing mAb half-life without
altering molecular weight.
Recently, we developed a 105-kDa scFv-Fc domaindeleted recombinant antibody fragment composed of an
intact IgG1 Fc region bound to two scFv dimers (light-chain
variable region-linker-heavy-chain variable region; ref. 15);
half-life and tumor uptake of the wild-type (WT) scFv-Fc
fragment are similar to that of intact IgG1. The biodistribution of the WT scFv-Fc and five variants (H435R,
H435Q, H310A, I253A, and H310-H435Q) has been studied.
The variants have decreasing half-lives in the following
order: WT > H435Q > I253A > H310A > H310-H435Q, with
the H310-H435Q variant exhibiting a clearance rate similar
to a F(ab¶)2 fragment.
Metabolism and Clearance of Antibodies
IgG catabolism seems to be widely distributed, having
been shown to occur in liver, skin, muscle, spleen, intestine,
and tumor. The liver and peripheral tissues (e.g., skin and
muscle) have been shown to be major sites of IgG
catabolism, each accounting for f25% to 50% of antibody
degradation (6, 16, 17), whereas the spleen (17, 18), intestine
(18), and tumor sites (19) have been shown to be minor
degradation sites. The degradation rate within the endothelial cells lining the microvasculature of skin and muscle,
where FcRn has been shown to be present in high
concentrations (20), may be a function of total IgG
concentration (21); the degradation rate within liver also
seems to be variable and has been shown to be dependent
on the glycosylation status of IgG (18).
In our current study, cumulative organ-specific antibody
degradation is estimated by comparing the apparent
biodistributions of a mAb population labeled with 111In
and 125I. 111In is conjugated to the mAb via the linker
molecule 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-N,N¶,N 00,N-tetraacetic acid, which binds to lysine residues within proteins
via active ester chemistry (22). Tsai et al. showed that
[111In]1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-N,N¶,N 00,N-tetraacetic acid-q-amino-lysine is the metabolic end product

resulting from 111In-labeled IgG degradation, and that
[111In]1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-N,N¶,N 00,N-tetraacetic acid-q-amino-lysine injected into nude mice is not
sequestered within organ space and is quickly eliminated
from the body (22). The same group also showed that 111Inlabeled Fab fragments are taken up and degraded primarily
by the kidneys, with only a minor amount taken up by
other organs (22). 125I is quickly cleared from cells upon
degradation of 125I-labeled antibodies (23).
These data suggest a model where 125I- and 111In-labeled
mAbs are taken up and degraded primarily in liver, skin,
and muscle, where 111In-labeled fragments are trapped
within the lysosomal compartment and slowly cleared
from cells, whereas free iodine is quickly cleared from cells
and the body. Once cleared from cells, [111In]1,4,7,10tetraazacyclododecane-N,N¶,N 00,N-tetraacetic acid-q-amino-lysine is quickly eliminated from the body, whereas
larger fragments are taken up and degraded in the kidneys.
Physiologically Based Model of mAb Biodistribution
Based on our previous model of antibody biodistribution
(24), we constructed a physiologically based model capable
of describing the biodistribution of dually labeled mAb

Figure 1. Compartmental representation of PBPK model. Model structure for fitting scFv-Fc biodistribution data collected from tumor-bearing
and non – tumor-bearing mice. Each state variable is represented as a
single compartment, connected to other compartments by arrows
representing mass flux. State variables P, Vj, ij , and E represent mAb in
the central plasma pool, organ vascular space, organ interstitial space, and
endothelial cell (intracellular) space, respectively; T b, CEA-bound mAb;
Mj , mAb metabolites. j = tumor (T ), kidneys (K), carcass (C), liver (L), or
spleen (S ). Flux arrows labeled with a single letter represent linear, timeinvariant mass transfer via arterial blood flow (a), venous blood flow (v),
lymph flow (L), renal elimination (U), internalization by endothelial cells (i ),
recycling from endothelial cell to plasma (r ), degradation within an organ
(d ), clearance of labeled metabolite from organ (c ), or dissociation from
CEA (X ). The subscript TV indicates linear, time-varying mass transfer.
Nonlinear mass fluxes include mass action based antibody binding to CEA
(). The dashed lines (  ) represent antibody extravasation
described by the two-pore macromolecule extravasation submodel (34).
See Supplementary Material (available at http://mct.aacrjournals.org/) for
model equations and fixed parameter values. See Table 1 for fitted
parameter values.
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Table 1. Optimized parameter estimates based on scFv-Fc biodistribution studies
Parameters

Units

DMt*
Value  104

J iso,carcass,sp
J iso,kidney,sp
J iso,liver,sp
J iso,spleen,sp
J iso,tumor,sp
k deg,FcRn
k deg,kidney
k deg,liver
k deg,spleen
k deg,tumor
k int
k M P,M C
k M P,M L
k M P,M S
k M P,M T
k VC,E
L carcass,sp
L kidney,sp
L liver,sp
L spleen,sp
L tumor,sp
U

mLmin1 g1
mLmin1 g1
mLmin1 g1
mLmin1 g1
mLmin1 g1
min1
mLmin1
mLmin1
mLmin1
mLmin1
mLmin1
min1
min1
min1
min1
min1
mLmin1 g1
mLmin1 g1
mLmin1 g1
mLmin1 g1
mLmin1 g1
min1

1.45
2.51
1.16
0.16
15.3
52.8
0.80
15.6
0.31
0.66
14.7
1.02
2.77
0.67
5.25
0
2.71
14.5
11.3
5.20
0
92.8

I253Ac

DMnt*
%CV
16
32
58
195
6.8
63
33
5.8
10
13
6.8
39
10
59
40
NA
12
35
56
90
NA
10

Value  104
DMt
DMt
DMt
DMt
NA
27.4
2.8
17.6
0.28
NA
14.5
0.60
2.05
0.76
NA
0
DMt
DMt
DMt
DMt
NA
34.0

%CV
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
41
7.1
7.8
9.3
NA
7.5
46
18
50
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
12

WTc

Value  104

%CV

1.59
0.89
3.58
DMt
16.7
52.2
1.27
4.02
0.17
1.24
DMt
1.57
4.06
1.79
5.58
121
2.35
15.4
10.9
1.94
0
67.5

19
38
18
NA
5
165
15
8
10
11
NA
38
16
30
47
165
16
47
23
29
NA
8

Value  104
I253A
I253A
5.88
DMt
21.4
I253A
DMt
2.71
I253A
2.10
DMt
I253A
I253A
I253A
I253A
867
I253A
I253A
21.1
I253A
0.79
I253A

%CV
NA
NA
238
NA
27
NA
NA
234
NA
143
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
752
NA
NA
260
NA
446
NA

NOTE: Each parameter estimate is shown with the corresponding %CV. Parameter values that are shared between models are indicated by DMt or I253A.
Parameters are defined in the Supplementary Material (available at http://mct.aacrjournals.org/).
Abbreviation: NA, not available.
*DMt and DMnt were simultaneously fitted to all data shown in Fig. 2.
cI253A and WT were fitted separately to the data shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

fragments. Our new model uses kinetic information provided by
several 111In/125I-labeled scFvFc variants, allowing us to quantify
the degradative capacity of each organ and its relationship to
FcRn affinity and tumor mass, which vary between mAb
fragments and experimental animal groups, respectively.
From Mouse to Man
Translating modeling results from mouse to human is a
challenging problem that is partially addressed by allometric
scaling. Some physiologic, species-specific model parameters
(e.g., volume flow rates) can be translated across species
using the allometric equation, an empirical power law that
relates the biological parameter to body weight (25, 26).
Hence, the mathematical model can be parameterized using
animal data and then ‘‘scaled-up’’ to human and used to
predict the biodistribution of the same drug in the clinic (27).
Other interspecies differences that can potentially affect drug
pharmacokinetics, such as production and clearance rates of
free antigen in blood and binding to target antigen in normal
tissues, can be accounted for by making structural changes to
the model when scaling from mouse to human.

Materials and Methods
Biological Data for Fitting the Models
Briefly, anti-carcinoembryonic antigen scFv-Fc cT84.66
mAbs labeled with 111In, 125I, or 131I were injected into
tumor-bearing female nude mice at t = 0. LS174T human

colorectal tumor cells were flank injected into mice 10 days
before (t = 10 days) administering radiolabeled antibody.4
Tumor mass at t = 0 ranged from 0.003 to 0.229 g (median
mass = 0.05 g, n = 20). Mice in each of four experimental
groups (n = 5) were sacrificed at the following timed data
points: 0, 2, 4, 6, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours. Liver, lungs,
spleen, kidneys, and tumor were excised, weighed, and
counted for remaining radioactivity. Biodistribution profiles were created for the WT scFv-Fc mAb along with three
variants containing the following amino acid substitutions:
H310A-H435Q (henceforth referred to as double mutant),
H310A, and I253A. 111In- and 125I-labeled double mutant
mAbs were coinjected into the same mice as were 111In- and
125
I-labeled I253A mAbs; 125I-labeled WT mAbs were
coinjected with 131I-labeled I253A mAbs. An additional
study was done, in which 111In- and 125I-labeled double
mutant mAbs were coinjected into non – tumor-bearing
nude mice. The H310A data set was not used in model
development because there is no statistically significant
difference (P > 0.1, two-way ANOVA) between the H310A
and double mutant plasma curves, as calculated using
GraphPad Prism.5

4

V. Kenanova et al., unpublished data.
GraphPad Prism 4.03. Windows ed: GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA
(http://www.graphpad.com).
5
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Figure 2.

PBPK model fitted to
double mutant biodistribution data.
The two PBPK models (DMt and DMnt)
were simultaneously fitted to all data
sets (Table 1), shown by the set of
black and gray curves. Open circles
and triangles, apparent biodistribution of 111In- and 125I-labeled double
mutant mAbs, respectively, in non –
tumor-bearing mice; closed shapes,
data taken from tumor-bearing mice.
Points, mean of 5 mice; bars, SD.
Because there was no statistically
significant difference (P > 0.1, twoway ANOVA)5 between the 111In and
125
I concentration-time profiles in
plasma, the mean of these values
was used (inverted triangle ). Points,
mean of 10 mice; bars, SD.

Mathematical Model Development
Here, we use a modified version of the physiologically
based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model presented in Ferl
et al. (24). Tumor, kidneys, residual carcass, liver, and spleen
are explicitly represented along with the central plasma
pool (Fig. 1). Degradation terms, flux d in Fig. 1, connect the
intact scFv-Fc submodel (light gray compartments in Fig. 1)
to the 111In-labeled mAb fragment submodel (dark gray
compartments) and are included in tumor, kidneys,
carcass, liver, and spleen. Tumor and all organ pools
contain compartments representing interstitial (state variable ij in Fig. 1) and vascular (Vj ) spaces; tumor has an
additional compartment for carcinoembryonic antigen –
bound mAb (T b). Compartment Mj represents 111In-labeled
metabolites trapped within organ j for a length of time
determined by the linear efflux rate, flux c. 111In-labeled
fragments that are released from the organ pool reenter the
central plasma compartment (M P). 111In-labeled mAb
fragments are transported from M P to the kidneys via the
arterial circulation, where they are trapped for a period of
time determined by the linear excretion rate, flux U. All
FcRn-mAb interactions take place within a single compartment (E), shown in the residual carcass pool. Antibody is
internalized via nonspecific bulk fluid uptake (flux i) into
endothelial cells (E), where unbound antibody is degraded
(flux d), and FcRn-bound antibody is recycled back into
plasma (flux r). Free and FcRn bound antibody are both
represented by compartment E , allowing FcRn-mAb
interactions to be described without explicitly including
parameters that have not been directly measured in vivo
(FcRn concentration, on-off rates for FcRn-mAb interaction). See Supplementary Material for model equations
and parameter values.6

Data Fitting and Parameter Estimation
The PBPK model shown in Fig. 1 was fitted to data for
each scFv-Fc variant (double mutant, I253A, and WT) using
the kinetic modeling program SAAM II (28). Parameter
values for our new model were obtained as follows: 24
parameter values were taken from the literature (29 – 32); 5
were measured experimentally; and the remaining 22
(Table 1) were fitted to the data using an extended leastsquares objective function (33) and the relative data
weighting scheme (34) provided by SAAM II. Identifiability
of these 22 model parameters was established numerically
during preliminary data fitting procedures, evidenced by
the reasonable parameter estimate variances in Table 1.
As shown in Table 1, each of the four models share
certain parameter values; that is, although there are 22
unknown parameters across all models, each individual
model (double mutant, I253A, and WT) contains <22
unknown parameters, as described below.
Double Mutant Tumor-Bearing and Double Mutant
Non – Tumor-Bearing Models (20 Unknown Parameters).
First, we simultaneously estimated unknown parameters
for the double mutant tumor-bearing (DMt) and double
mutant non – tumor-bearing (DMnt) models. The double
mutant variant has a plasma concentration-time profile
(Fig. 2) approximately equal to that of the F(ab¶)2 fragment
(data not shown), which cannot bind FcRn due to the
absence of an Fc region and clears from the body relatively
quickly. This suggests that, as is the case with the F(ab¶)2
fragment, the double mutant scFv-Fc fragment cannot be

6
Supplementary material for this article is available at Molecular Cancer
Therapeutics Online (http://mct.aacrjournals.org/).
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recycled to plasma via FcRn binding or that binding occurs
with very low affinity, resulting in a negligible level of
mAb recycling. Hence, the recycling rate for FcRn-bound
mAb (flux r in Fig. 1) was set to 0 in the DMt and DMnt
models. Flux L in the tumor pool was set to 0 in both
double mutant models to improve numerical identifiability
of model parameters and is justifiable because a functioning lymphatic system is typically not present within
intratumor regions (35).
The biodistribution of double mutant scFv-Fc in tumorbearing and non – tumor-bearing mice is similar, with the
notable exception of 111In-labeled mAb in kidneys (Fig. 2).
To account for this difference, parameters within the 111Inlabeled mAb fragment submodel (fluxes d, c, U, and i) were
allowed to vary between models during the fitting process;
all other parameters were fixed between the two models
(Table 1).
I253A Model (19 Unknown Parameters). Next, we
estimated unknown parameters for the I253A model.
Flux i and parameter J iso,spleen,sp (see two-pore model in
Supplementary Material, Eqs. 33 – 42)6 were shown to be
numerically unidentifiable; estimates provided by the
DMtumor bearing model were used instead. L tumor was also
set to 0, as described earlier.
WT Model (7 Unknown Parameters). Lastly, we estimated unknown parameters for the WT model. Because no

111

In-labeled WT scFv-Fc data were collected, a number of
parameters were unidentifiable and had to be fixed when
fitting the PBPK model to the WT data set: J iso,spleen,sp,
k int, and k deg,kidney were set to estimates provided by
the DMt model, whereas J iso,liver,sp, J iso,tumor,sp, k deg,liver,
k deg,tumor, k Vc,E, L liver,sp, and L tumor,sp were fitted to the
data. The remaining 12 parameters were set to estimates
provided by the I253A model (Table 1). See Supplementary
Material for parameter definitions.6
VariableTumor Mass Submodel
The variable tumor mass submodel was used to describe
tumor growth, including growth of a necrotic core, as
described in Ferl et al. (24). Comparing the Gompertz
equation (36) to linear regression, growth of total tumor
mass over the course of the experiment was best described
by the Gompertz equation for the I253A tumor growth data
2
2
(R Gompertz
=0.96 and R linear
=0.89; data not shown). WT and
double mutant tumor growth data are adequately described, qualitatively, by a straight line (data not shown).
All tumor growth fits were done using GraphPad Prism.5
For the WT model, perfusable tumor mass is set equal to
total tumor mass because total mass does not exceed 0.1 g
over the course of the experiment. Total tumor antigen
concentration B max,sp was calculated as described in
Ferl et al. (24).
Estimation of Cumulative Organ-Specific Degradation
Cumulative organ specific degradation was estimated by
removing compartment M P and all associated fluxes (i.e.,
parameters k M P,M L, k M P,M S, k M P,M C, k M P,M T, and k M K,M P set
to 0) from the PBPK model, so that degraded mAb collects
in a single compartment, and implementing the following
equation for each organ:

Degj ðtÞ ¼ Mj ðtÞ= MT ðtf Þ þ MK ðtf Þ þ MC ðtf Þ þ
ML ðtf Þ þ MS ðtf Þ  100%

ðAÞ

where t f = 72 hours, Mj (t) equals the amount of degraded
mAb in the organ of interest at time t and j = T, K, C, L, or
S. The denominator normalizes the curve so that Degj (tf ) is
equal to the percentage of total degraded antibody that was
degraded by the organ of interest over the course of the
experiment.

Results

Figure 3. Addition of a degradation term to the kidneys pool of the
double mutant model. A, fit to kidney data obtained when k deg,kidney (flux
d in kidneys pool) is removed from the model structure shown in Fig. 1.
B, improved fit obtained when the degradation term is added to the
kidneys pool.

PBPK Model Fitted to DMt and DMnt Biodistribution
Data
The curves shown in Fig. 2 represent PBPK model
outputs for tumor-bearing and non – tumor-bearing mice
fitted simultaneously to all double mutant biodistribution
data (circles and triangles). 111In and 125I blood measurements were not statistically different (P > 0.1, two-way
ANOVA)5 and were averaged (open and closed inverted
triangles). Parameter estimates and percent coefficients of
variation (%CV) are listed in Table 1 (%CV range, 6 – 195%,
with median %CV = 18%). As described in Materials and
Mol Cancer Ther 2006;5(6). June 2006
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Figure 4.

PBPK model fitted to
I253A biodistribution data. Unknown
model parameters were simultaneously fitted (gray and black
curves ) to three sets of biodistribution data from tumor-bearing mice
(Table 1). Solid circles, open circles ,
and open triangles, apparent biodistribution of 111In-, 125I-, and 131Ilabeled I253A mAbs, respectively.
Points, mean of 5 mice; bars, SD.
Because there was no statistically
significant difference (P > 0.1, twoway ANOVA5 between the 111In and
125
I concentration-time profiles in
plasma, the mean of these values
was used (inverted triangle). Points,
mean of 10 mice; bars, SD.

Methods, parameters that characterize the 111In-labeled
mAb fragment submodel (dark gray compartments, Fig. 1)
were independently varied within the DMt and DMnt
models during the fitting process, as shown in Table 1, to
account for the difference between the 111In data points
(open versus closed circles) in the kidney panel, as well as
less pronounced differences in other organs. Table 1 shows
that all of the aforementioned parameters have <2-fold
difference in value between the two models (DMt and
DMnt), with the exception of renal clearance (flux U),
estimated to be f2.7 times greater in tumor-bearing versus
non – tumor-bearing mice and renal degradation (flux d in
kidneys pool), estimated to be f3.5 times greater in non –
tumor-bearing versus tumor-bearing mice.
Degradation Term in the Kidneys Is Required to Fit
Double Mutant Data
Because the amount of intact antibody degraded in the
kidneys is unknown (previous estimates range, 0 – 15%;
refs. 6, 17), we fitted the PBPK model describing scFv-Fc
biodistribution to the DMt and DMnt data sets with and
without a degradation term in the kidney pool (Fig. 3).
Figure 3A shows that the model fit to the first 12 hours of
data is qualitatively poor but can be improved by adding a
degradation term to the kidneys pool, as shown in Fig. 1.
The Akaike information criterion (AIC; ref. 37), a metric
used for model discrimination, was calculated over plasma,
tumor and all organ data fits by SAAM II (28) for the model
lacking the kidneys leak (AICFig. 3A = 1.17) and for the
model with the kidney leak (AICFig. 3B = 1.05). A lower AIC
value indicates a better overall fit of model to data. All
model parameters were fitted as described in Materials and
Methods.
PBPK Model Fitted to I253A Biodistribution Data
As described in Materials and Methods, K int and
J iso,spleen,sp were fixed to the values estimated using the
DMt model (K int = 14.7  104 mL min1, J iso,spleen,sp = 1.6

 105 mL min1 g1). The solid and dashed curves in
Fig. 4 represent the I253A PBPK model simultaneously
fitted to all I253A data (circles, diamonds, and triangles).
%CVs range from 5% to 165% with median %CV at 19%.
111
In and 125I measurements taken in blood were not
statistically different (P > 0.1, two-way ANOVA)5 and were
averaged (closed inverted triangles).
PBPK Model Fitted to WT Biodistribution Data
As described in Materials and Methods, 15 of 22
unknown parameters for the WT model were fixed to
values estimated using the DMt and I253A models (Table 1).
The remaining parameters were fitted to the WT data set.
The dashed line in Fig. 5 represents the PBPK model (Fig. 1)
fitted to WT 125I data, and the solid line represents a
prediction of 111In biodistribution because no 111In data was
collected. %CVs range from 27% to 752%, with median
%CV at 238%.
Comparison of All Model Parameter Estimates
Comparing the I253A and double mutant models, most
estimated parameters have similar values (i.e., no more
than a 2-fold difference between the models). J iso,kidney,sp,
J iso,liver,sp, J iso,spleen,sp, U, kM P,M S and kM P,M C all had f2- to
3-fold differences between the two models, whereas
k deg,kidney and k deg,liver had 3.5- and 4.4-fold differences,
respectively. All estimated parameters for the WT model
had values similar to those estimated for the I253A model
(no more than 2-fold difference between models), with the
exception of the recycling rate of FcRn-bound mAb back
into plasma (k Vc,E), which is f7 times greater in the WT
model (k I253AVc,E = 0.012 min1, k WTVc,E = 0.087 min1). See
Table 1 for fitted parameter values.
Estimation of Cumulative Organ-Specific Degradation
Estimates of cumulative organ-specific degradation over
the course of each experiment are shown in Fig. 6, where
each data point on the top portion of the graph is calculated
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Figure 5. PBPK model fitted to WT
biodistribution data. Unknown model
parameters were fitted to a single set
of biodistribution data from tumorbearing mice (Table 1). Triangles,
apparent biodistribution of 125I-labeled WT mAbs. Points, mean of 5
mice; bars, SD. Dotted lines, PBPK
model fitted to biodistribution data;
solid lines, prediction of 111In-labeled WT mAb biodistribution.

using Eq. A at t = tf = 72 hours, when all Degj values are
essentially constant. At the end of each experiment,
cumulative degradation in liver was 48%, 35%, and 52%
of total degraded double mutant, I253A, and WT mAb
in tumor-bearing mice, respectively; residual carcass
has degraded 45%, 39%, and 16%, respectively; tumor has
degraded 4%, 13%, and 13%, respectively; kidneys has
degraded 3%, 11%, and 16%, respectively; and the spleen
has degraded 1%, 1%, and 3%, respectively. Cumulative
degradation amounts are also shown for non – tumorbearing mice, where liver, carcass, kidneys, and spleen
account for 50%, 41%, 8%, and 1% of total degraded double
mutant mAb, respectively. Tumor mass is shown on the
bottom portion of the graph.

Discussion
Our model suggests that mAb kinetics depend on tumor
size and mAb binding affinity for FcRn, which decreases in

Figure 6. Estimated organ-specific degradation. Cumulative amounts of
mAb degradation that occurs in liver, carcass, tumor, kidneys, and spleen
as percentage of total amount of antibody degraded at 72 h. Bottom,
tumor mass in grams.

the order WT > I253A > double mutant. As expected, the
estimated amount of mAb degraded in carcass increases
from 16% in the WT experiments to 39% and 45% in the
I253A and double mutant experiments (Fig. 6), respectively, further validating the putative mechanism for the
protective role of FcRn in IgG catabolism. However, mAb
degradation in liver shows a pattern that is not as strongly
dependent on FcRn affinity, with f48% to 52% of mAb
degraded in the WT and double mutant experiments, and
only about 35% degraded in the I253A experiments (Fig. 6).
The lower cumulative degradation may be due to an
approximate doubling of tumor mass in the I253A experiments (0.301 g) compared with the double mutant (0.156 g)
and WT (0.107 g) experiments (Fig. 6). The larger tumor,
present only in the I253A studies, draws a significant
amount of mAb, possibly changing the kinetics so that less
mAb is degraded in liver. Evidence that the presence of
tumor, independent of FcRn affinity, can alter mAb kinetics
in other organs can be seen when comparing double
mutant biodistributions in normal and tumor-bearing mice.
Figure 2 shows that the concentration of 111In-labeled
double mutant mAb fragment is significantly higher (P >
0.1, two-way ANOVA)5 in liver and kidneys in non –
tumor-bearing versus tumor-bearing mice.
Addition of a mAb degradation term to the kidneys pool
improves the fit to data from non – tumor-bearing mice
(Fig. 3), suggesting that a small amount of scFv-Fc is
degraded in the kidneys. We estimate that across all
experimental mouse groups, 3% to 16% of total degraded
scFv-Fc is taken up and catabolized within the kidneys by
the end of the study. This is in agreement with published
estimates of 0% to 15% for intact mAb (150 kDa)
degradation in kidneys (6, 17). The degradation term
could also be interpreted as loss of 111In label from mAb
within the kidneys in addition to metabolic degradation.
Model fits to other organ data are not adversely affected
by the presence of a degradation term in the kidneys,
Mol Cancer Ther 2006;5(6). June 2006
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shown by comparison of AIC values calculated over
plasma, tumor, and all organ data fits (AICFig. 3B =1.05,
AICFig. 3A =1.17). The spleen played a minor role in
antibody degradation in all cases, eliminating no more
than 3% of all degraded scFv-Fc. Interestingly, estimated
cumulative degradation for each scFv-Fc variant (WT,
I253A, and double mutant) in kidneys seems to parallel
degradation in tumor; kidneys and tumor account for 3%
to 4% of estimated scFv-Fc degradation in the double
mutant experiments and 11% to 13% and 13% to 16% in
the I253A and WT experiments, respectively. It is unclear
how the metabolic activity of tumor may affect uptake
and degradation of scFv-Fc in kidneys.
Radiolabeled mAbs are increasingly being used for the
treatment of cancer. Application of mathematical models to
the problem of antibody design and optimal dosing (i.e.,
regimens that maximize drug concentration within tumor
while minimizing drug distribution to healthy tissues) holds
potential for increasing overall drug efficacy. Physiologically
based models that describe concentration-time profiles on a
per organ basis can be used to meet this goal but often
contain a large number of unknown parameters that must be
estimated by fitting the model to data. We have shown here
that dually labeled mAb kinetic studies provide the needed
data for complete quantification of a two-tiered PBPK model
that describes kinetics of intact mAb and its metabolites,
providing a more detailed picture of the interaction between
drug and organs. A major result of these studies is that the
biodistributions of 111In- and 125I-labeled mAbs, measured
experimentally, was used to estimate cumulative degradation within each organ and its dependence on FcRn affinity
and tumor mass, allowing us to move well beyond the
representation of mAb elimination as a single leak from the
kidneys or plasma, as has been done in previous models
(29, 38, 39). Additionally, scFv-Fc degradation and/or loss of
label from mAb in the kidneys were shown to be significant.
Our two-tiered PBPK model allows us to extract additional
information from 111In- and 125I-labeled mAb biodistribution
data, providing insight into mAb kinetics and creating a tool
that can potentially be used to assist in the design of
antibody-based therapeutics and optimal dosing schedules
in the clinic.
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